


IKA®-Werke GmbH & Co. KG, a more than 100 years established company renown for design 
and manufacturing of laboratory, analytical and industrial process equipment, and headquartered 
in Staufen, Germany, set-up its first fully owned subsidiary in USA in 1985 as it embarks on growth and expansion 
beyond the European market.
 
Following the success and a decade of growth of IKA® USA, IKA® Werke Germany set-up its first Asian subsidiary, IKA® 
Works Asia, in Malaysia, in 1995, to serve the then growing Asian market. The IKA® group continues to experience 
rapid growth, and to meet this growth, subsidiaries were then set-up in Guangzhou as IKA® Works Guangzhou in 1998         
(dedicated to serve the entire China market), in Japan as IKA® Works Japan (dedicated to serve the Japanese market) and 
in India as IKA® India in 2008 (dedicated to serve the Indian market).
 
IKA® Works Asia is now poised for the most exciting event in its history – the company would be moving to its new         
facility in the Rawang Integrated Industrial Park approximately 20 km from the capital city of Kuala Lumpur. The new 
facility encompasses sales, marketing, administration, a comprehensive manufacturing unit, an R&D centre, service &                
technical support and warehousing. This new facility, especially through its newly set-up R&D centre, would add on to
                                                                                    and complement the other regional IKA®  subsidiaries in enabling 
                                                                                                           new business channel, providing expertise and 
                                                                                                                      know-how for the entire IKA’s product 
                                                                                                                                             range to our customer 
                                                                                                                                                             nationwide.



In celebration of this historic event, IKA® Works Asia 
is pleased to invite:

    
For the opening ceremony, a plant tour and a celebration dinner on 
Monday, 24th October 2011. We would be greatly honoured by your 
presence for this most auspicious occasion. 

Yours faithfully,

          On behalf of
President of the IKA® Group 
of Companies   

S.Kraemer
Managing Director
of IKA® Works Asia 

3.30 PM Event begins
 
 

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS:

 Speech by the MD 
 Speech by IKA President
 Speech by VVIP Guest

 Ribbon Cutting
 Cultural Performances
 Photography session 
 Signing of Plaque  
 Plant Tour  

 Celebration Dinner &
 Entertainment  
   
 
 

Please R.S.V.P to openingceremony@ika.com.my: By 15th October 2011, to enable us to make all necessary 
accommodation arrangement. ** Note: A detailed program of the event would be sent by email upon confirmation of     
attendance. 

Arrival of Guests 
Arrival of VIP Guests 
Arrival of VVIP Guest



IKA® Works (Asia) Sdn Bhd (Company no.: 340448-K)

Lot PT6445, Jalan Industri 3/4 
Rawang Integrated Industrial Park
48000, Rawang, Selangor, Malaysia


